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Chapter 2
Desert Training Unleashed
Going into the Unfamiliar, with the Uncomfortable, doing the Unthinkable!
The first part of this initial desert experience lasted six years at which time
I was a publisher and owner of a number of small tourism magazines. The whole
family, which included our second son, all lived on a horse ranch just outside of
town, — ironic considering the open vision of many horses in my bedroom.
Personally, it was a time where I found my life being completely stretched. I
learned much about myself as I continued to walk out into the unknown.

I Hate Snakes
I had a vision that I was walking with a beautiful bride in the desert. As we
walked I noticed a serpent, approximately a foot and a half thick, roughly forty feet
long, slithering around us. All of a sudden it raised itself up and slammed into the
ground behind a man who was walking ahead of us. As it came out of the ground to
strike that person from behind I pulled out my sword, swung it and took off its head.
As I continued to walk with this beautiful bride more serpents appeared. We jumped
upon a rock and I swung my sword again chopping off their venomous heads. As
we continued our journey we came across the most bizarre nest of serpents. I
began slashing the nest, larger serpents then appeared, bigger than the ones before.
I continued swiping my sword cutting off their heads.
Then a giant figure towering over me, mocking me as we entered what
appeared to be a battlefield. He drew out his weapon and started to approach me.
Disarming him, I struck him upon the head. As he was going down I slashed his
belly and his entrails came falling out before me.
I woke up trying to catch my breath from a dream that seemed so vivid. I
realized that the vision had a familiar feel to it, and that there was a good chance
that I was about to engage into a spiritual battlefield. I was full of questions. What
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did the bride represent? What about the rock? And those vipers obviously symbolized something? And that sword; that was an amazing sword!
I somehow sensed that I was about to enter the unfamiliar once again, and
whatever that unfamiliar scenario might look like, — it’s going to be intense.

Exactly What Mountain Are We Talking About?

As I was driving down this street, out of the blue I heard that still small
voice from heaven say, "Go to the mountain" I thought about it - "Mountain?
What mountain? Now what the heck is going on?"
I looked around, — all I saw were mountains. "Exactly which mountain
are we talking about?" I later realized that this whole mountain thing directly
ties in with another weird dream I had the other night. In that dream I was
standing, facing a vast land, with a mountain range covering the horizon. Next,
I saw blood pouring in like an ocean tide. The land turned into an ocean of
blood. As I stood there with the mountains facing me, the blood parted and I
heard a voice from heaven say, "Go to the mountain!" Then I woke up. OK!
That was weird!
My initial sense was that the voice was talking about a spiritual
mountain. A few days later I found out that heaven was actually talking about
a real mountain. Another four or five days went by with me driving around,
constantly looking at mountains while handling business appointments and
out of the blue, — the mountain! It was an epiphany, a knowing that this is
the very mountain that heaven was talking about.
I drove to the base of that mountain and sat there wondering about the
whole crazy mountain thing. As I tried to make sense out of all this I realized it
doesn't make any sense. Then heaven spoke once again, " Get up the mountain and
see the land which I have given to the children. " I got out of my car and headed
towards the mountain. I found a pathway and after an hour of mountain trekking,
I finally made it to the top. I could see the whole city below.
As I prayed for understanding, I heard these words; " My bride has an
issue of blood and she needs to touch the hem of righteousness." I then realized
that the ocean of blood is a picture of religiousness. The bad side of religiousness,
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that twisted distorted side of religion. This bad blood flooded the land and is
pushing against the true intentions of heaven, — it needs to be discharged.
Well this going up and down the mountain wasn't a one-shot deal. Months
later I was still climbing. I spoke out the very things that heaven had downloaded.
On one occasion while proclaiming the things of heaven, I finished off by saying
" . . . and let it be released now ", and at that very moment a wind came off the
mountain and stormed towards the city. What were the effects of that wind? Well I
don't really know, but if heaven decides to personally breathe on a city, there must
be a good reason for it!
I knew that my time on the mountain had come to an end, and as I began
my final descent I clearly heard heaven say "Listen" but I didn't hear a thing. Half
an hour into my one-hour descent I heard it again: "Listen" Listen to what ? All
I heard was a gentle breeze blowing through the trees.
That night, as I looked out my bedroom window heaven continually
downloaded revelation about how the Lord's bride in this city has an issue of
blood, and that this bride may appear dead, but she is really only sleeping.
Obviously heaven has a plan for this city, — but what's the plan? I looked out
my window wondering about the word "Listen" thinking that maybe I
missed whatever it was that I needed to be listening too.
Then to my surprise I heard distant rumblings. It got louder and louder and
finally it hit with a display of thunder and lightning that absolutely rendered the
skies while rocking the very foundations of the surrounding buildings. Only once
before in my entire life have I ever heard or seen anything like that, — and that
was when I was in grade one. I remember it clearly as if it happened yesterday.
The local evening news talked about the thunder and lightning, and how
spectacular it was. It truly was an amazing demonstration of power.
After weighing the whole episode out I realized heaven does have a plan
for this city and who knows what that plan may be, but whatever it is, — I think it
just got unleashed in the Spirit. That display from heaven came by way of
thunder, lightning, and a nasty whirlwind. Whatever was unleashed was not small
and it's about to unfold before us.
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Big Business
I was invited to a businessmen's lunch and had a chance to meet some of
the businessmen from the historical city that I lived in. At that time I was a publisher for a tourism magazine. Not long after I received an invitation to go to the
big annual meeting. This was not a small town so this was not going to be a small
meeting. As I sat there in the ballroom, one of the leaders asked me if I would be
willing to go up front and share a bit about myself. After his introduction I made
my way to the front. I shared about my family, my business, along with my vision
for the city. When I sat down moments later the very same leader approached me
again and asked if I would like to get more involved. I remember looking up wondering while asking that familiar question, " What in heaven's name was going
on?" Then I thought, "May as well walk this thing out and see where it takes me."
Well, — by the end of the night I was elected as the new president for the businessmen's group over this city. I left the ballroom with everyone clapping and shaking
my hand as they congratulated me to my new position. This whole thing had a
divine smell to it; something was definitely taking place in the spirit for this was
the very city that heaven had me going up the mountain for. I remember looking
up shaking my head as I walked out, asking that obvious question once again, " What are you all up to now? "
Totally shocked, I made my way home, — falling asleep was impossible.
When I finally did, the Spirit of heaven unveiled its plan through a dream. In a
nutshell, the dream revealed that a seventy-year season was almost up; for it was
seventy years ago that heaven was turned down by this very city. Seventy years
ago heaven decided to land upon this city and one-third of the population
experienced its amazing touch as heavens portals opened wide. Heaven
descended; people were healed, revived, rejuvenated, and restored. But when the
city leaders jailed the person that was used by heaven to open those portals, heaven
packed up shop. Within years this city became one of the top two world- cult
centers and the spiritual walls have been tumbling down ever since. The
counterfeit was comfortably in place. That's when the dream of “Mark Five” made
sense. Within the beauty of this city lurked an intense spiritual darkness cloaked in
religiousness. Heaven's plan was to revive that city once again. Heaven was calling
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the bride of Christ to arise! To rebuild the spiritual walls according to heaven's
engineers. It was the whole Nehemiah and Ezra plan that was about to unfold
upon this city. The dream the night before was showing heavens interest in
using the businessmen's group to help in the rebuilding process.
When I woke up all I could say was, "Great. Just great! This group has been
around for some time, I'm guessing maybe forty years, and now some rookie like
me is going to come in with the Ezra Nehemiah plan for this city? ( the rebuilding
of the temple and city walls ) Right! And who's actually going to believe me? I'm
the new kid in town! I have absolutely no history with these people!"
As time went by I kept feeling a nudge here and then another nudge there,
but I was not interested in stepping up to the plate on this one. It's just a little too
bizarre for me! Then one day I found myself mysteriously standing at the very street
comer where it had all happened seventy years ago. I was staring at four gothic-looking buildings, one at each comer realizing that this was the place. One of these buildings had the portal of heaven. But which one? I figured if heaven was keen on steering me to this very location then heaven clearly plans to show me the building where
it all began. I proceeded to lay hands on the cornerstone of each building, while praying for each building I received a vision. The first building revealed a competitive
and bitter spirit. The second building revealed an unfamiliar face that was lifted up
for all to worship and idolized. The third revealed a massive crowd that overflowed
out of the building and down the street. I realized that this was where it all started.
This was the place where heaven descended. Curious, I still went to the fourth building and as I prayed I had a vision of a caged dove.
Months went by and I had a hard time processing all the revelation.
Curious about the buildings history, I decided to do some research and sure enough
what I found was incredible, for there was an amazing revival that took place in
the 1920s. Compared to the archive pictures at the library, — the building is
looking pretty dilapidated compared to its former glory days. A beat up used
bookstore now occupies the ground floor, and a dance hall on the upper floor.
Another month went by and I heard that heavenly voice say, " Go to the
building. " So I drove to the building and stood at the front entrance. I closed my
eyes asking why am I here? I then sensed the presence of someone standing beside
me. I looked over my shoulder and there stood the owner. I heard that soft voice
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from heaven say, " Tell him that your heavenly Father has need of this place." I
blurted out in my mind. " You're not serious are you? This guy is gonna think I'm
weird! Can we wordsmith this thing a bit? ", — Nothing but silence! " My Father
has need of this place! " I blurted out. The owner looked at me and said, " Well,
I have three offers on the place and unless your father's one of them I don't think it's
gonna happen for him. " I gave him my business card and said, " When all three
deals fall apart give me a call ." I then walked away.
That night I had another dream. The dream was of a building covered with
old tree roots. I could barely make out the building because the roots. All of a sudden a huge sword swooshed back and forth destroying all the roots that covered
the building. Then the sword went into the building and destroyed all the roots
inside the building. When the sword was finished I could see the whole building
inside and out. What an awesome sight. I woke up realizing more of heaven's plan,
but I realized the plan was only going to work if heaven was invited back in. Not
that heaven wasn't touching lives in that city because it was, but the "off the chart"
dynamics of a heavenly Kingdom landing and residing with its continual presence
accessed through heavenly portals was not happening. Seventy years ago it was
booted out. Now this city had an opportunity to welcome it back and this was
designed to happen through two people groups. One was the businessmen's group,
which I was the president for; the other group was the spiritual leaders who could
oversee the coming visitation. The one group had the resources and knowledge to
rebuild physically, while the other went through the training to rebuild spiritually.
Both groups were completely capable of giving continuance to what heaven was
about to unfold on a city gone rouge.
My cell phone rang, it was the owner of the building saying, " Tell your
father to come and make me an offer because the last three deals fell apart. " Great!
How’s that all gonna work out? I looked up and said, "Father! What kind of offer
are you planning to give this guy?" A few days later I approached the owner and
asked if I could spend an evening in the building with the potential investors. He
said go for it, —tossed me the keys and said lock the place up when you’re done.
Well we had that meeting and the heavenly portal slipped open during that
amazing time. The following week I met with the owner to discuss about the eight
hundred thousand dollar price tag. It was amazing how it all came together because
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just a few months prior, a major land development company showed interest in
purchasing my publishing company for the sum of 1.2 million dollars. With the
sale of the business, I would then give twenty percent to my general manager for
handling the sale and this would leave me enough money to purchase the building,
take care of the taxes, and pay all the real-estate fees.
But a bizarre thing happened when my general manager went to close the
deal. He calls me and wanted to bump up his commission for closing the sale to
fifty percent. Our disagreement led him to give away my business plan to the
developer. In return he was able to solidify himself a nice monthly salary.
Totally blindsided, I spent the following two weeks talking to different parties trying to place an alternative offer. The final outcome was that businessmen did
take the building but turned it into condominiums. Spiritual leaders did give
continuance but through alternative venues.
Now I know the building is just a building and that God is bigger than any
building, but I truly believed that the restoring and reviving of that building
would of opened the portals of heaven once again upon a city that was seriously
duking it out in the Spirit. It was heaven's invitation to give continuance to
something that was never meant to shut down, — for a city to regain its spiritual
position and do away with its present title as the second largest world cult center.
The glory cloud that was intended for this city has once again passed by for
another season. The scary thing is that if we wait too long it may never come again.
The window is very small and once again this city has settled for less, and the portals have closed. But the one thing I know is that anything is possible and I have
to believe that heaven is not finished. They're not going to give up that easy.
For me I felt like a passenger on a historical train ride that just went over
the cliff again. But I did see the prophetic voice in me being shaped. That's something you don't learn in a classroom. You learn that by pounding the streets.

Dragged Out of Bed
I decided to get out of town and take a business trip. It was time to print
the tourism magazine once again. As I drove I reflected on every detail of the last
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episode wondering if I could have done things little different. Loosing the building and the 1.2 million was a tough loss. I stayed at a friend's place; it was early
morning and the sun was breaking through the basement window. I woke up
halfway out of my sleep and heard someone calling my name. I was so tired I just
laid there struggling to wake up. When I heard it the second time I noticed it had
that voice from above kind of feel to it. I responded, "What is it Lord?" But I was
so tired, driving all day and talking with friends all night that I could not wake
up. I was slowly falling back asleep and that's when I felt my bed sheets being
pulled off the bed. As they were slowly being dragged across my back I
responded, " Ok I'm up now! " I propped myself up, grabbed my bed sheets while
heaven spoke encouraging words over me. The condensed version of that message was; " That I would shine forth, and that I am not forsaken, that I am His
delight, and that I need to press on." And so with heaven's encouragement I
decided to step up once again for the Kingdom of God, which means pressing
into the unfamiliar once again. On a huge level I was not only betrayed, but I also
lost the house that at one time had the portal of heaven! Can it really get any
worse! I knew the weight of all my recent disappointments could take a while to
unload. With all the encouraging words flying around my hope was that someone
up there toss me a few hugs. I started having doubts about the shaping of my
voice. People I personally knew were now hacking away at my character. The
whole process was making me walk in greater isolation. Well after duking it out
in my mind for a few days I figured that heaven must have a plan for my life and
so the adventure continues, — hippity hop off to the birdie boiler I go!

Visiting the Giants
I headed off to a small beautiful island along the west coast. I had been
asked by a friend to help clear some huge trees off his land. I knew it was going
to be an interesting time because that island had inspired many a people and was
known for its fascinating residents. What was it that caused some of the world's
most renowned people to go to that island for inspiration?
The ferry was small and the ride was slow, but as the island started to
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appear from the distant fog, something hit me in the spirit and it was large, powerful, and very territorial. Suddenly I began to wonder what I was getting myself
into. The ferry landed, we drove off and when we reached our destination we set
up camp. Later we drove around the island; my friend was giving me the grand
tour of the eco system, tenants and beaches. An island that has everything, — no
wonder people love it. That first night I snuggled in my tent. Overwhelmed by
the darkness. No such thing as streetlights around here! If it weren’t for the stars
on that clear night, absolute darkness would have controlled the night.
Fast asleep, I instantly woke up from the sound of a growl coming towards
my tent. The growl was so deep I felt the vibration on the ground, and then upon
my chest, as it was getting closer. Gripped with fear, I was hoping heaven did not
forget me. I heard this thing pacing around the tent, and then it headed towards the
front and slowly peeked inside. The head of this beast was the same size as the tent
entrance. It was a mammoth black wolf. With his big black eyes he stared right
through me and let out this thunderous growl that vibrated every bone in my rib
cage. When it disappeared I got out of my tent and started pounding on my friend's
camper. Once inside, with my heart going a hundred mile an hour, I told him what
just happened. He just looked at me half asleep and said, " Oh! You just met the
ruling principality of the island! " He then rolled over and tried to go back to sleep.
With his face against the wall he blurted, " Now that the introductions are all
taken care of, how about we all get back to sleep? " Obviously this was
something he was familiar with, but not me! I was a little freaked out! I yelled out,
"Well who is that arrogant hound anyway? I didn't come here shooting off my
spiritual guns! Why's he all twisted out of shape?"
Well from that day forward I decided that if this wolf has plans of
messing up my campsite then I'm going to do whatever I need to do in the
Spirit to stop that four legged hound from intimidating me. I came here to work
and not get wrapped up in fear! I am not letting this hairball and his bad breath
have his way with me, — I have a plan, I hope it works, cause he’s big! Wow!
After two more days I realized how dark the multi layers darkness can
get upon this island. This was a Pandora’s box full of the occult, witchcraft with
satanic priests all combating for airtime. I contended with those powers and their
assignments were relentless. My coming here was the exact same time darkness
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was having their summer training camps. Great, just great! This small island was
crammed with a vortex of dark energy like I've never experienced. When the
light in me entered that dark island, it was like a tiny candle shining in a big dark
room, — tough thing to hide! Good for the light! Bad for me! My very presence
stirred them up like a hornets nest. Every night I was forced to learn more about
the art of spiritual warfare.
After a few days of wrestling darkness I was ready to check out! Forget about
the plan! I once heard someone say,“ A man's gotta know his limitations.” Well I
know my limitations and I am way over my head when it comes to this present
darkness. I only came to work, make some money, and pay my bills, not get into a
square dance with darkness. That's it! I'm taking the first ferry in the morning! That
night as I tried to sleep with eyes wide open, heaven spoke these Words: “ If

you

lift your eyes to the Lord, the one who made heaven and earth, your foot will
not be moved. I am the one who keeps you , I am your keeper, and I shall preserve
you from evil, and I shall preserve your going out and your coming in from this
time forward”. There was such a peace that came with this message. I figured
okay I'll stay. Clearly heaven was telling me it had plans to watch over me and
that was good enough for me, even though I knew that things were going to
intensify, — and intensify they did.
The next day while removing more trees heaven started to speak about the
destructive force of religiousness, — the ugly side of religion. Heaven was using
the very trees that I was removing as a religious metaphor. Somehow these religious forces had their way of overshadowing the things of heaven here on earth,
that part of heaven that we should be enjoying but we're not. I was starting to tap
into the reason why I was here. It had that "tip of the iceberg" feeling. These
forces were like a veil that raised itself up to block the glory of the sun. In the spiritual application, — that would be blocking the glory of the Son! I sensed that
these ugly religious giants were about to start coming down so that the glory of
heaven could freely shine once again. When removing the trees I heard the initial
crack- ling sound, as they slowly came down the redeeming light would slowly
break through the top. When they hit bottom the ground absolutely shook. Once
down, I noticed that some of the giants were actually hollow inside. On the
outside they looked majestic, but on the inside they were rotten. To me that
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pretty well describes the ugly side of religiousness, — looking grand in their religious
positions, but corrupt inside. After heaven spoke in detail about the giants I understood
one of the many reasons why I was here. Heaven just revealed to me how the dark
influences work closely with the spirit of religiousness. How one is able to mask the
other. Heaven was exposing the magic behind the pious acts of religiousness. Not sure
why I received all that information but I'm sure heaven has no plans of wasting any of my
class time. So once again the obvious question; "And why are you telling me all this? "

I was on the island for a few weeks and never have I sensed such a vortex
of evil. And prior to leaving I had a dream of power lines going throughout the
island and beyond. I found myself standing before a king who had one eye in the
middle of his forehead. When I woke up I knew the dream was clearly showing
me who the king was in the spirit. The black wolf was finally unveiled and his
power reached way beyond the island. Actually the power of the wolf was global.
I did some research on the island and what I discovered was that the island was
one of three dark vortexes known throughout the world. The second vortex is in
the mountains of Mexico; the third one is in Europe somewhere.
The intensity of that darkness was quite the experience, but in the midst of
all the intensity, I learned how to stand in the presence of a very fierce a n d ugly
darkness. It definitely was boot camp in a big way.

100 Foot Wave
One morning I dreamt of a hundred-foot wave hitting land. Two weeks
later the local news reported a freak rouge hundred-foot wave hitting the top of the
island. The surge of water from this massive wave leveled all the trees as it moved
inland and when it retreated it dragged all the large trees out into the ocean.
What does it all mean? I think the natural is once again speaking about the
coming supernatural. As the natural event actually took place so will the supernatural actually take place in the Spirit. How will it all unfold I don't know. The
spiritual wave that heaven plans to unleash will definitely be a clearing of the
way, but will it be reviving and refreshing or will it be refining and restructuring?
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Obviously it's not going to be a small isolated event. My guess is that heaven is
about to deal with the ugly side of religiousness. I believe the ugly religious giants
that have defused the light are about to come down. If the natural is truly
speaking about the supernatural then heaven is about to step into the tree
removal.

The Windex Angel
Heaven may validate me, but the dark side is working overtime to discredit me. Those caught up in the dark side have been throwing out rumors and stories
trying to assassinate my character for some time now. The blatant lies and the
twisting of my words have become relentless. They've slung enough mud that
some of it is bound to stick. And you know the dark side is doing a good job when
those close to you start believing their lies. Clearly the dark side absolutely hates
it when I receive prophetic revelation. They know that I am receiving supernatural intelligence and when that intelligence is released it usually exposes those dark
influences along with their dark strategies. If they are able to assassinate my character then whatever prophetic intelligence I receive will carry little weight. And if
those close to me tum on me, then that gives darkness another resounding victory,
for they know that I have enough perspective to effectually release heaven here on
earth. A perspective designed to expose their strategies!
Because of their relentlessness I have forced myself to run a tighter ship. I
have found that one of the ways that they have been able to pull this stuff off is
because of the loose ends I have hanging out there, and they love to pull on loose
ends. This has forced me to yank up the bootstraps of integrity. Acting with more
integrity and cleaning up loose ends should minimize the assassination attempts on
my character.
Attacks on prophetic character are probably a given, but why help them
along the way. I realize that this is not a personal thing; it's more of them wanting
to silence the prophetic voice in me. But where it becomes personal is when their
assignments are designed to affect the family unit!
When those rumors, stories and lies start flying around I usually find
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myself heading off into a spin cycle where I just beat myself up. Then, in the midst
of my personal flaying, heaven has a way of showing up and speaking amazing
words of comfort. It's like an angel coming with a bottle of Windex cleaning the
windshield of my life, allowing me to see things with a clearer perspective. The
amount of times that I have personally gone through the spin cycle one could probably fill up a pickup truck full of empty Windex bottles. The dark side may be ruthless, but I have found that the God of heaven is more faithful than those ruthless
ones. Ya gotta love those Windex angels.

The Road Paved
Recently I found myself going through more of life's crushing circumstances. The roadway seemed to be getting smaller and smaller. One day as I was
walking on a pebbled roadway near the horse ranch, heaven started to speak about a
certain narrow road that has been laid for all of us. A road established with lives that
have been broken and only through brokenness did they qualify to be positioned on
this roadway. A narrow humble road founded by heaven and paved by those who
have laid down their lives from serving self to serving others. Those lives have
allowed the grinding process of circumstances to mold true character, a refining
process of character endorsed from heaven itself. As I continued to walk, I was overwhelmed again and again by all who have laid down their lives so that I could proceed on this road today. Past generations of chosen people who have paved the road
for this present generation. Those very lives that have suffered for heaven's sake are
the same lives that even now look down as they cheer while seeing the baton passed
for the continuance of the things of heaven here on earth.
I stopped and continued to look down upon that road, my heart pounded
with the awesome revelation of it all. I was then hit with an overwhelming sense
of responsibility, a sense of allowing the process to have its finished work in my
life. At a time when some of the most amazing things are about to be released from
heaven, I felt a need to stay close to this roadway for the Lord embraces the humble and brokenhearted and will not tum its face from those who have chosen to
walk this path. I was humbled by the fact that each pebble in that road represent-
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ed a life that was willing to lay itself down in order to pave the way so that I and
others could walk on this roadway.

The Golden Light
In a vision there were four of us in a circle facing each other. A small fiery
ball of golden yellow bright light appeared beside our heads. I saw the light enter
the left temple of the person beside me and as it passed through the center of his
head and behind his eyes. His eyes beamed with an amazing golden light. Then it
slowly exited the right temple and went into the left temple on the next person. His
eyes also lit up with that golden light. When it entered my left temple and moved
behind my eyes, everything I viewed had a bright golden hue to it. This golden light
just beamed out of my eyes. Then it left my right temple. When I woke up I could
still feel the affects of that bright golden light on the back of my eyeballs. All day
I felt a weird sensation behind the back of my eyes.
When I asked heaven about the golden light, — this is the response I got:
''And the Lord whom you seek will suddenly come to his temple for he is like a
refiner's fire and like fuller’s soap. He will purify; the sons and purge them as gold
and silver. And when tested they shall come forth as gold. " I realized the dream
represented a people whom heaven plans to establish. A people refined to the point
where they will not misrepresent or misinterpret heaven.

Hitting the Beach
On this day I was with two friends and both these guys wanted to get baptized. They thought the same thing I did, that if baptism was good enough for the
Son of God then it was good enough for them, and so they asked me and another
friend if we would do the baptism. I reflected on my own baptism and how off
the charts that experience had been for me, so I said, "Let's do it boys. " They mentioned a place out on a beach where they surfed so we made our way there towards
an isolated bay close to City Park.
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It was a cloudy day, but when we entered the water something amazing
happened. The clouds parted and the sun shone on the very part of that beach
where the four of us were standing. It was like a spotlight from heaven over the
four of us. After totally immersing these guys in the ocean, standing before the sun,
the sky rolled back to that cloudy day that we all started with. As we looked up we
knew something special had just happened. Heaven witnessed their baptisms. The
four of us stood there stunned and amazed that heaven would actually peek in.
Then we looked up towards the top of the ridge behind us and saw a dozen or more
people standing there just as stunned as we were, — they too had witnessed the
whole event. All I know is that baptism has a way of becoming an amazing event
every time it comes into play.

Dreams and Visions
This was the weekend that I spoke at the university campus amphitheater
on dreams and visions. Those who had asked me to speak had seen how heaven
had released me into the language of dreams and visions. They saw me wrestle
with it for years as I tried to unravel the mystery of the language. Many of them
were my mentors and as I hung around them they saw me grow.
Now, years later, it was time for me to speak on it. It had taken years to
understand how to process the revelation of the dream/vision into a place of interpretation. The next phase for the dream/vision was to find the proper presentation
for the interpretation, because heaven's mandate is in establishing restoration.
Presentation plays a big role in the restoration process. This was what I wrestled
with for years. The other reality was that a lot of dreams/visions never find their
way to the presentation level. They were strictly meant for personal wisdom and
personal understanding only. My struggle for years was to discern if the
dream/vision was meant to go to that next level.
I shared all this with the group at the amphitheater plus a great deal more.
After I spoke the whole back row of the amphitheater approached me. This was
an out of town group and for months they had been struggling with this whole
thing of dreams and vision. They had found themselves caught up in this language,
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but had no grid of understanding. They thought that I could probably help them in
a big way and so they asked me if I would come to their community and meet the
rest of their group.
Once a week I drove up to that small town and entered a house that was
crammed with people who were all filled with dreams and vision. In every meeting you could see heaven blowing on the embers to release the language of dreams
and vision. This went on for over a year. It was an amazing time. For me it was not
only a time of releasing but also a time of learning on how to become a good
teacher. Heaven was truly interested in launching this group.
After a year it was time for me to leave because I had taught this group
everything I knew. I had nothing more to give. It was time for the training wheels
to come off and for them to walk on their own. I also knew that they were about
to enter into the fiery trials needed to refine their prophetic characters. This refining was going to be a one-on-one, between each of them and heaven because
prophetic language and true character go hand in hand. Since my departure the
molding process has kicked into high gear as each member from that group found
themselves tossed into the refining fires. A fire designed to mold them into the vessels of gold and silver, — vessels of true character.

A Minor Breakdown

Another season had come and gone with much to process. Standing at the
front doors of transition I realized my time in this city had come to an end. My job
came to a grinding halt; the small horse ranch lease has expired. It had all come to
a close. It was time to move on, — but where?

A year ago I somehow

prophetically knew that this was all going to happen and here I was at the
threshold of change again. There was a sense in the air that heaven was behind
all this, but everyone was low key that week. We decided to pack up the truck
and trailer and head out of town. I didn't know exactly where we were going, but
only three hours out of town the radiator in the truck blew. Slowly we coasted
in the direction of an empty campsite. Empty because we were traveling in the
off - season. Summer was still a month away and I was stressed about the whole
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move because first, we really didn't know where we were going and secondly,
money was real tight. It was another one of those faithful and stressful moments
of stepping out onto the plank again.
As I was worrying about the family, heaven stepped in and said to look at the
whole move as an adventure and nothing more. Well as we were coasting into the
campground on a dead stick I had this strong feeling that the adventure had just
begun. Evening came and I was still undecided about where to move the family but
then I had a dream, and the next morning I knew exactly where not to go. The dream
showed that we were about to head down the wrong highway, but now with the compass all tweaked up, we can all head in the right direction, — but we still had a rad
problem. As we sat around the campfire the next morning we were wondering
about our options. I noticed two people walking towards us from the opposite side
of what ended up being a very large provincial campground. As the two entered our
campsite they mentioned that I could find a radiator for my old truck if I went down
this certain country road, turned onto a specific driveway, and knocked on the front
door of the house located at the end of the driveway. The exact radiator I needed
would be sitting in the living room! Then they left! Well I followed that country
road and sure enough the rad was sitting in the living room of that house. I went back
to the truck and installed it and off we went. That was weird, but obviously heaven
has plans for us. We finally made it to that new town called home and little did we
know all the discoveries that awaited us.

The Three Jockeys
It was a scary day when I found out that who I really am is split into three

parts, those being body, soul, and spirit, and all three parts are jockeying for prime
position. I have found that when the body speaks its usually saying, "I need, I
need, I want, I want, Me, Me, Me, Me. " The body is that part that thinks it has all
the answers. But the body is really that temporary monkey suit that should actually focus on staying healthy.
The soul is that part of me that gives me some type of identity. The soul is
that part that asks all the questions. But when my body does weird things like fall
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into cravings, addictions, or if it decides to strut around like a peacock, it
can really mess up the soul, and the next thing I know I'm walking with a
false identity that's really warped. With that the body now draws everybody
into the " Who Am I Club ". The spirit is really the one that needs to steer
the whole ship. When ignited by heaven the spirit calls out for an even
greater presence of the one who created the body and soul. It's the spirit
that has access to the very one who invented the whole package and is the
one stirring up all the right questions. Why? — Because the one who
created the whole package is trying to give us all the right answers. The
spirit is really the part that needs to be fed the most.

W hen it's

chomping on a nice healthy diet, it keeps the rest in line.
Now I don't have this thing all figured out, but the one thing I do know
is that it all depends on how I'm working the food chain. Whoever gets fed the
most usually gets top billing. So when I feed the wrong part of me I'm usually in for a heck of a day. That I found out the hard way. Now when I wake up
I feed the guy that needs to be fed first and with that I was able to cancel my
membership to the " Who Am I Club ".

The Pioneering Road Warriors
It was early morning and as I drove down a narrow highway, tucked in the

middle of nowhere, my eyes suddenly caught sight of twenty or more pioneer
wagon wheels, all piled up on the side of the highway. Instantly I was downloaded
with heavenly revelation; the presence of heaven was all over these wheels for
some reason. I pulled over and stood in front of the wheels reflecting on the historical journeys they may have made during those arduous pioneering days.
Then I heard heaven clearly say; " The wheels will turn once again for we
are at the turning of time. Like the pioneers of the past who turned to carve their
way into new ground, so will it be in these latter days. Chosen pioneers for these
times will be released to walk in an amazing demonstration of heaven. They will
clear the way for many to advance into the light. They will cut down the giants who
have overshadowed the glorious light. These pioneers will build roadways,
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bridges and outposts for the kingdom of heaven." Wow! As I continued to stare at
the wheels I realized heaven just gave notice of the amazing times ahead, a release
that will be very unfamiliar to this present generation. Heaven plans to unleash
the pioneers of today. As I pressed onward my thoughts were centered around the
unleashing. How would it be applied? What form would it take?
Then I noticed a church that looked like something from an old western
movie. I walked into that small historic building and noticed all the original old
pews. Heaven started to download more revelation. I realized that the original pioneers who were part of this small outpost, tried to contain what heaven was releasing instead of running with the renaissance of expression. For some reason creative expression swung into self-preservation. Rather than running with the
proto- type that heaven was establishing for the continual release of heavenly
expression, it turned into a non-expressive stereotype, stifling not only heavens
creativity, but also heavens continual commanded presence.
I realized that this had not been the intent of the original pioneers.
Somehow the giants of the land had access to overshadow the things heaven was
releasing. The counterfeit was allowed to come in and exalt itself, which resulted
in the releasing of dead works and the killing of heavenly expression.
But what I have come to believe now is that this region is about to enter
into some amazing times. Heaven is about to release the pioneering road warriors
of today, - pioneers who will once again clear the way for heaven's creative
expression. Pioneers who will slay those self exalted ones who seem to rule with
their dead works. These pioneering road warriors will be those who have a history of walking with God's manifest presence and have a history of heaven residing
all around them.
As I walked out through the back door of this historic building I noticed a
small fenced graveyard. It was the graveyard of the original pioneers. That's when
I heard heaven say, " The pioneering spirit will rise up once again and walk
with an amazing released of the Kingdom of heaven. "
I went back to my car, got my camera and took pictures of everything. It
was one of those moments in time that you do not want to forget, and that you just
can't wait to see unfold.
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I'm Just a Normal Guy
I haven't figured out completely why heaven separated me and tossed me
into this journey, why this alignment between heaven, my life, and the unfolding of all these bizarre events. Having experienced what I have, I realized that
according to eternity I'm only visiting this planet anyway. So as a good traveler
who is passing through, I should really pursue that heavenly part that seems to
be landing all around me. Which to me makes alot of sense. I'm really just a normal guy having this heavenly experience, which is starting to feel more like a
spiritual guy having an earthly experience. I'm willing to take on the tours that
heaven is offering. Sure I'm wired up a little different, but it's this curiosity in
me of seeing where the great adventure might lead me that has caused me to
accept these experiences. I do know that God is no respecter of persons, so these
heavenly experiences are surely available to others. I'm sure that walking into the
things of heaven was never meant to be difficult, but once walking in, difficulty does
have a way of showing up. I've started packing a little more Tylenol for those extremely difficult moments. Some of these experiences have a way of maxing me to the edge.
At times, the great adventure had me feeling like I was jumping off a plank hoping the
empty pool gets filled before I land. The one thing I have discovered during my recent
attempts of walking out into the unknown is that heaven does have a way of showing
up and filling the pool. They have this whole timing thing worked out pretty good. They
have also given this whole walking of the plank and space travel a unique name, —
faith! So the question isn't " Will the pool get filled? " Oh no! The real question is
" Will there be ten feet of water or just afoot of water when I hit bottom ? " That is
the question! This is where the Tylenol comes in real handy. Especially when the
heavenly majority, for some unbeknown reason, have all voted towards that one foot
of water. It has something to do with the building of my character I think. Not sure but
I'm learning some amazing lessons while feeling the pain!

The Bride Revealed
The past season had me identify the bride in the original vision. Obviously
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it represented the bride of Christ. The serpents illustrate the many dark influences
and the undermining forces that were constantly battling against that bride which
leads me to believe that the past season was really the beginning of many seasons
still to come.
The sword undoubtedly represented prophetic revelation, designed to be
fitly and strategically spoken, - something I'm still learning. The reason for
prophetic revelation was to unveil the masks of religiousness and expose the
deceptive forces that have nestled behind those masks. The very rock that we stood
upon was a picture of the chief cornerstone of spiritual authority "Jesus Christ"
himself, the most powerful of names that I have come to know since my journey
began. A name I have learned to stand upon.
When battling for the bride, — I found myself fighting for her restoration,
and for her rightful place in a Kingdom that clearly wants to unfold before her.
Obviously this fight is far from over and I have to believe there is more to come,
which means more revelation, more opposition, and more refinement.

The Breath of Life
I had dream/vision where I was sitting alone and then someone approached
me from behind and placed their hand upon my one shoulder. As the breath of the
one that stood over me hit me, I instantly knew it was the Lord himself. Words in
itself cann o t describe the breath of God as it impacts you. The clashing of two
worlds, — the supernatural invading the flesh.
The very moment that breath cascaded upon my head and rippled down my
shoulders I instantly knew that by this breath, — things were created, things were
established, things were restored, renewed, revived and revealed.
That cascading sensation, - like a wave, passed its way through
every molecule in my body, leaving an amazing freshness as my body totally
surrendered to its unbelievable presence. An intense goodness flooded through
every part of my being. Every cell instantly sensing the creative authority of the
creator. A profound sense of the commanded authority of an absolute God.
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As the continual blasts of his breath waved through me, my breath fell into
the rhythm of His breath. My spirit slowly aligned with his Spirit. As He
stood behind me His breath impacted my back, powered through and captured my
breath. I saw a collective breath with the expression of God having a powerful
creative component to it as it was released upon the surrounding environment.
It moved with such creative expression. The glory of God swirling every breath as
it flowed with such an expression of his glory. What a sensation! A display of
supreme power and amazing grace all wrapped in one. When I woke up all I
could think about was the intense life behind every breath as it passed every cell
and molecule in my body. That dream/vision was probably my third dream
regarding the breath of the Lord. Obviously it's an important piece of information
and for some reason heaven was putting their finger on it. The whole sensation of
that breath resided in the room for quite some time. I just breathed it all in!
Obviously my curiosity got the best of me and I had to research this very
unusual phenomena A good place to start, — the book of Genesis. This is what I
found, " The Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life and man became a living soul. " 1500 years later the Lord
speaks to Ezekiel about a valley of dry bones. As he breathed on the valley of dry
bones an army stood up. The creativeness of His breath brought life upon those slain
bones. God raised himself an army! The bizarre thing is that Jesus shows up with the
apostolic model and does a little breathing of his own in the book of John " . . . as my
Father has sent me, — so do I send you! " And then he breathed upon them and
said " Receive the Holy Spirit." With that breath the apostolic age was born. Then I
stumbled upon the Hebrew meaning for salvation, — " to take a breath ". Those four
words pretty well summed up my research!
My overall sense is that as it was in the beginning with the apostolic age
so will it be in these later days, — but with greater intensity. The breath of the Lord
plans to impact through a multitude of creative applications. My guess is He's
looking for those that will breathe with Him as He breathes upon them. Those that
will take a breath, — His breath!
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